Abstract

Parsing with finite automata networks implies, in one way, the conversion of a regular expression into a minimal deterministic finite automaton, while parsing with neural networks involves parsing of a natural language sentence. In ‘Parsing with finite automata networks’ finite automata are frequently combined using a set of rules for various operations like union, concatenation, and kleene closure; while in ‘Parsing with neural networks’ an incremental tree is
usually obtained, by using a set of rules for connecting a possible parse tree to the previously obtained incremental tree. Apparently, all the above rules that are being applied in parsing whether with finite automata networks or with neural networks belong to some graph transformation rules. These rules depict a new concerned area of grammars known as graph grammar, that is, a grammar that operates on graphs. This research paper presents a twofold investigation on the use of graph grammar as it explores an attempt to use both aspects of graph grammars (to generate a valid language and to parse a language for its validity) for parsing with (i) neural networks and (ii) finite automata networks.
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